
2022 Maryland State High School Golf Championship - University of Maryland Golf Club  
Hole Par Notes 

1 4 Lateral water hazards (LWH) (creeks) far right of drive zone.  LWH (creek) left beyond drive zone. 
Small LWH (drainage area) well short left of drive zone.  LWH (pond) short right of putting green.  
Inside tree line left of drive zone is an area where they have pushed/dumped lots of dead branches, 
leaves, trees, etc.  I have marked that area as GUR. (If not marked, it will be played as GUR) Note 
- for a ball to be lost in that GUR virtual certainty will come into play.    

2 4 Water hazard (WH)/LWH left of drive zone.  LWH (creek) beyond drive zone on right. GUR on 
right hand side of the fairway, drop area available.   
 

3 4 LWH/WH (creek) short of drive zone.  LWHs (drainage areas) left of drive zone and far right of 
putting green.   
 

4 3 Tall grass to the right, LH   
 

5 4 Tall grass down the left side of the hole is a red penalty area, LH.   
 

6 4 Woods on the left are a red penalty area, LH.   
 

7 4 Woods on the left are a red penalty area, inside edge of the cart path is the boundary. LH   
 

8 3 LWH (pond) far behind putting green.    
9 5 Boundary fence (split rail fence posts) left and behind putting green (stakes).  Short of the fence is 

marked as a LH, at the fence it is OB.  Tall grass down left side is OB. Water hazard (pond) in front 
of teeing ground.  LWH (creek) short left of drive zone. Deep gunch up left side.      

10 4 LWH (pond) right and behind putting green.  LWH (drainage area) short right of drive zone.  Inside 
tree line well right of drive zone is an area where they have pushed/dumped lots of dead branches, 
leaves, trees, etc.  I have marked that area as GUR.  Note - for a ball to be lost in that GUR virtual 
certainty will come into play.  Tall grass to the left is red penalty area. (LH)   
 

11 3 WH (pond) in front of teeing ground.  LWH (creek) far left of putting green.   
 

12 4 LWH (creek) short left of drive zone.  LWH (drainage) right of drive zone bunker.   
 

13 5 LWH (drainage) short right of drive zone.  LWH (drainage area) short right of putting green.    
14 3 Water hazard (creek) in front of teeing ground.  LWHs (creeks) far right of hole.    

 
15 4 Woods to the right and left are in play, if player cannot find it is a lost ball. Area between 15 and 

16 starting at the sign is considered GUR. Player may play the ball as it lies or use near drop circle.    
16 5 LWH (drainage area) 100 - 150 yards short left of putting green.  Woods right is a lost ball if not 

found.   
 

17 4 OB up the entire right side of the hole.     
 

18 4 LWH (creeks) short right and left of drive zone.  Boundary (chain link fence) on right side second 
half of hole, OB is marked on the right side.  Tall grass to left of fairway starting around 175 from 
green is red penalty area.    

Total 71  
Areas of rocks and stones that are typically away from normal areas of play, are just a bad lie. 
 
Remember - Review the Notice to Competitors and the Local Rules and Conditions of Competition for the MPSSAA 
(printed on the reverse of the Notice to Players). 


